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Abstract (en)
[origin: EP0894573A2] The tension rod (16) is operated pneumatically, hydraulically or electrically and has a tension arm (4) which swivels from
its tension position (ST) into a prepared position (BP). A rigid lever (11) is connected rotationally secured to the arm by a swivel shaft (7) and a
rigid bracket (13) is coupled both to the lever (11) and to the end of the tension rod. The length (L1) between the coupling joints (12,14) is greater
than the distance (A) between the coupling joint (12) of the bracket and lever and the longitudinal axis of the tension rod in the prepared position.
The coupling joint (14) between bracket and end of tension rod is supported on a roller (17) which rolls on a compulsory guide (18) having a length
section (L) running in a straight line parallel to the longitudinal axis (27) of the tension rod in the prepared position. The guide has an end section
(23) which is concave with the coupling joint between lever and bracket in its dead centre and which starts before the plane (E-E) running through
the coupling joint (12) in dead centre and extending at right angles to a longitudinal axis of the tension rod in prepared position, and which ends
behind this plane.
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